An algebraic characterization of monads which are abstract partial map classiÿers is provided, without the assumption that the categories of total maps possess products. By an abstract partial map classiÿer we mean a monad whose Kleisli category is a full subcategory of a partial map category wherein the induced comonad classiÿes partial maps in the usual sense. A construction of the corresponding actual partial map classiÿer from an abstract one is described, and conditions for an abstract partial map classiÿer to be a real one are provided. The paper uses the notion of a restriction category developed in earlier work, and the characterization of these as full subcategories of partial map categories.
Introduction
It often turns out to be more convenient to work with abstract categories of partial maps rather than dealing directly with partial maps themselves. One reason for this is that the direct notion of partiality involves pullbacks while abstract approaches concentrate on the equational aspects of these settings. The approach to partiality we advocated in [4] , and shall use here, is particularly simple and, furthermore, it is strictly more general than the settings proposed in earlier work [7, 3, 17] which assumed that (at least) partial products were present.
In [4] we introduced restriction categories as a framework for working with abstract categories of partial maps. In a restriction category the notion of partiality is concentrated into a single combinator (operation on maps) which, given an arbitrary map, f : A → B; associates to it an endomorphism f : A → A of the domain (in fact, an idempotent which we call a "restriction idempotent"). An intuition for this combinator is provided by thinking of the maps as programs: the restriction combinator modiÿes a program so that, rather than returning its output, it returns its input unchanged when it terminates. The essential behaviour of this combinator can be captured by four simple equations which are recalled in Section 3.1 below.
To see how restriction categories subsume formulations based on partial products, as in Robinson and Rosolini's p-categories [17] , one can use a direct translation of the programming intuition mentioned above. In the presence of a partial product the assignment
always provides a restriction combinator. Recall that in a p-category this expression is not the identity when f is partial: the identity is "restricted" to where f is deÿned. In this manner partial products always give rise to restriction combinators. The converse, however, is not true as a partial product certainly cannot be manufactured out of a restriction combinator.
The claim that restriction categories are abstract categories of partial maps is justiÿed by a representation theorem which was proved in [4] . The theorem shows that every restriction category arises as a full subcategory of a category of partial maps. The representation theorem also provides some additional information: it indicates quite precisely the manner in which a restriction category can fall short of being exactly a category of partial maps. This distinction is of some importance, in what follows, as we shall consider techniques for generating abstract categories of partial maps and it is useful to know when one has, in fact, generated an actual category of partial maps.
The representation theorem uses categories with a minimal structure needed for a sensible notion of partial map: a class M of monomorphisms closed under composition, containing the isomorphisms, and stable under pullback. Such a class of monomorphisms has, in the literature, been variously called a dominion [18] , an admissible class of subobjects [17] , and a domain structure [14] . Note that arbitrary pullbacks are not assumed, but only pullbacks along arrows in M. A category equipped with such a class of monomorphisms we call an M-category and by a category of partial maps we mean, more precisely, the category of M-partial maps of an M-category C.
Clearly, any category of partial maps has a natural restriction structure, in which the partial map (m; f) : A → B is sent to (m; m) : A → A; here m : D → A is in the class M and f : D → B is arbitrary. The representation theorem uses the fact that this construction of a restriction category from an M-category is the object-part of a fully faithful 2-functor from the 2-category MCat of M-categories to the 2-category rCat of restriction categories; and that the image of this fully faithful 2-functor is, up to isomorphism, given by the restriction categories in which the restriction idempotents split. This means that a restriction category is a category of partial maps precisely when the restriction idempotents split; we shall say that such restriction categories are e ective. The representation theorem is then obtained simply by splitting restriction idempotents.
An M-category is classiÿed if M-partial maps can be described as the Kleisli maps for a monad. This, of course, is the notion of partial map classiÿcation familiar from the earliest days of (elementary) topos theory, where it is fundamental that all partial maps are classiÿed [9] . Consideration of more general classes M and more general categories is more recent (see for example the papers of Mulry [14] [15] [16] ). In these more general situations, just as in the classical case, partial map classiÿcation gives rise to a monad 4 for which the Kleisli category is the category of partial maps. A natural question to ask is whether it is possible to characterize abstractly those monads which are partial map classiÿers. There are, in fact, various characterizations of such monads some of which we discuss in Section 2, but there is also a more general, albeit closely related, question which can be asked: when does a monad have a Kleisli category which is abstractly a classiÿed category of partial maps. This question has a purely equational and surprisingly simple answer. In the presence of products the question has been answered by Bucalo et al. [2] (they call such monads "equational lifting monads"). Here we generalize their results: essentially we move the results from the p-category setting to the restriction category setting. The theory we describe, developed independently of [2] , demonstrates that products are not an essential ingredient of an analysis of abstract partial map classiÿers.
In order to develop these results we introduce the equational notion of a classiÿed restriction category. We then extend the representation theorem to show these are abstract categories of partial maps which have partial map classiÿcation: that is, they can be viewed as full subcategories of the partial map categories of classiÿed Mcategories (which inherit the classiÿcation structure). This allows one to write down an equational presentation of monads which in the Kleisli category become the classifying comonad of a classiÿed restriction category.
Such monads are, abstractly, partial map classiÿers; we call them, therefore, classifying monads. They fail to be partial map classiÿers for two reasons: ÿrst the Kleisli category may not be an e ective restriction category; and second, the inclusion into the Kleisli category may not provide an isomorphism to the subcategory of total maps. The latter defect can be rectiÿed by requiring that the unit of the monad be an equalizer, using a property general to all monads. The problem which is special to this situation concerns ensuring that the Kleisli category is e ective. In view of this we say that a classifying monad is e ective when it is a partial map classiÿer, and we provide in Theorem 5.8 conditions for a classifying monad to be e ective.
Given a category with a classifying monad, the e ective completion is a process for making that monad e ective: it produces from a classifying monad on one category a partial map classiÿer on a new category. The ÿrst step is to form the Kleisli category of the given classifying monad: this is a classiÿed restriction category. Next, one freely splits idempotents (and here there is some subtlety about which idempotents) to obtain an e ective classiÿed restriction category. Finally, the subcategory of total maps in this last category is a classiÿed M-category, which we call the e ective completion. This category has an e ective classifying monad.
The extensive completion of a distributive category is a special case of this e ective completion, in which one starts with the exception monad+1 on the distributive category; this monad is a classifying monad, and its e ective completion is precisely the extensive completion of the distributive category. The details of this process in that case will be the subject of a separate paper. However, the exception monad is rather special in another respect: it lifts as a monad into its own Kleisli category. We call a classifying monad with this property an interpreted classifying monad. The partial map classiÿer (for all monics) of any topos is another example of an interpreted classifying monad.
Throughout the paper we have emphasized how the relationships discussed above have larger structural implications. Thus, we introduce 2-categories to embody these structures and discuss the 2-functors and adjunctions which these relationships imply.
M-categories and partial map classiÿers
We recall from [4] that a stable system of monics in a category C is a class M of monomorphisms containing the isomorphisms, closed under composition, and stable under pullback, in the sense that if m : A → B is in M; and b : B → B is arbitrary, then there exists a pullback with m ∈ M. A category C equipped with a stable system of monics M is called an M-category.
We write Par M (C) for the category of M-partial maps in C; it has the same objects as C; and an arrow from A to B is an equivalence class of pairs (m; f); where m : D → A is in M; and f : D → B is an arbitrary arrow of C; and the equivalence relation is deÿned by (m; f) ∼ (m ; f ) if m = m Â and f = f Â for some isomorphism Â in C. We write I : C → Par M (C) for the inclusion which is bijective on objects, and sends an arrow f : A → B of C to the partial map (1 A ; f) : A → B. When the class M of monics is understood, we usually speak merely of partial maps rather than M-partial maps.
We identify C with the subcategory of Par M (C) consisting of the total maps: these are the partial maps (m; f) for which m is invertible.
Classiÿed M-categories
For an object C of Par M (C); we say that partial maps into C are classiÿed if there is an object TC and a partial map C : TC → C for which every partial map f : A → C factorizes as f = C g for a unique total map g : A → TC. This says that the functor Par M (C)(I −; C) : C op → Set sending an object A to the set of all partial maps from A to C is representable.
If partial maps into C are classiÿed then C is given by some partial map (n; u) : TC → C. There is a unique total map Á C : C → TC such that C Á C = 1; this gives a diagram in C in which the square is a pullback and un = 1. The total maps nn u; n : D → TC are easily seen to have the same composite with C ; and so by the universal property must be equal; since n is monic, it follows that n u = 1; hence that u is invertible. Thus C has the form (Á C ; 1) : RC → C.
This allows us to express the universal property of TC in a more concrete and, perhaps, familiar form. In the original category C; we say that (TC; Á C ) is an Mpartial map classiÿer for C if for every M-partial map (m; t) : A → C there is a unique total map g : A → TC for which the square is a pullback. Proposition 2.1. For an object C of an M-category (C; M); partial maps into C are classiÿed by (TC; C ) if and only if C = (Á C ; 1) and (TC; Á C ) is a partial map classiÿer for C in the M-category (C; M).
When there is an M-partial map classiÿer for each object of C we say that the Mcategory, (C; M); is classiÿed. Partial maps into every object are classiÿed precisely when the inclusion I : C → Par M (C) has a right adjoint T; as then
Note that Á C is the component at C of the unit of this adjunction and C = (Á C ; 1) the component at C of the counit. The adjunction I T generates a comonad on Par M (C); which we shall call the classifying comonad; and a monad on C; which we shall call the M-partial map classiÿer. Since the left adjoint I is bijective on objects, Par M (C) is the Kleisli category of this monad.
Subsequently, we shall investigate in more detail monads which arise in this way, but in the meantime we sketch the proof of a few well-known consequences of being a partial map classiÿer.
Recall that a natural transformation is cartesian when each naturality square is a pullback: Proposition 2.2. If (T; Á; ) is the partial map classiÿer for a classiÿed M-category (C; M) then:
(i) C admits arbitrary pullbacks along each component Á C : C → TC of Á;
(ii) the unit Á : 1 → T is cartesian; (iii) the following square is a pullback:
(iv) the unit Á is monic; (v) the multiplication is cartesian; (vi) T preserves any pullbacks which exist.
Proof (Sketch): (i) Since Á C ∈ M; and M is a stable system of monics, this is immediate.
(ii) Tf : TA → TB is by deÿnition the unique map whose pullback along Á B : B → TB gives Á A : A → TA and f : A → B.
(iii) A is by deÿnition the unique map making this square a pullback.
(iv) We have already seen that each Á C lies in the class M of monics; alternatively one can deduce that each Á C is monic from the fact that Á is cartesian which means that Á A is the equalizer of Á TA and T (Á A ).
(v) Suppose B x = T (f)y; where f : A → B; then these composites have codomain TB and so correspond to a partial map to B. However, this partial map is constructed by pulling back along Á B and the factorization through T (f) implies that this partial map is of the form (m; fg). The total map corresponding to (m; g) then gives the desired comparison map to the -naturality square.
(vi) It is easy to see that a pullback in C is also a pullback in Par M (C). However, T (f)x = T (g)y if and only if (1; f)(m x ; x ) = (1; g)(m y ; y ) in Par M (C) where (m x ; x ) is the partial map which corresponds to x and (m y ; y ) corresponds to y. Thus, if there is a pullback of f and g in C it will also be a pullback in Par M (C) as partial maps to that pullback correspond to (total) maps to T of the pullback; it follows that T preserves pullbacks.
If C has products it is well known (see [15] ) that the partial map classiÿer is a monoidal monad or, equivalently, a commutative strong monad [12] . In order to link our work to the results of Bucalo et al. [2] on what they have called "equational lifting monads" it is useful to brie y recall these observations and a crucial equality isolated in [2] : Proposition 2.3. If T is the partial map classiÿer for a classiÿed M-category C with ÿnite products then (i) the maps Â A; B : A × TB → T (A × B) making a pullback equip (T; Á; ) with the structure of a commutative strong monad; (ii) the following diagram commutes:
We shall call the identity Â = T Á; 1 the lifting equation. Finally, for those readers familiar with partial products, we note that if C has ÿnite limits, then the M-category (C; M) is classiÿed if and only if it has an M-subobject classiÿer Á 1 : 1 → T 1; and C admits partial products for Á 1 . The fact that partial map classiÿers are partial product functors seems ÿrst to have been recognized in [10] .
M-categories and the Yoneda embedding
The main purpose of this section is to show that every M-category has a full and faithful embedding into a classiÿed M-category. We shall use the Yoneda embedding to establish this but we start with some general observations. Suppose (C; M) is an M-category, D is a category which has pullbacks, and I : C → D is a full functor which preserves pullbacks along M. There is then a least class of monics M I ; and a greatest class M I ; which make I a morphism of Mcategories. The former, M I ; is obtained by taking all composites of monics which are pullbacks of some Im where m ∈ M: this is the standard way of generating a least stable system of maps from a given class of maps. The construction of the latter class, M I ; is a little more involved and we shall describe it in more detail. Notice, however, that there is no reason why M I 0 should be a class of monics. In fact, this construction does not rely on the fact that M is a class of monics at all: it always yields the largest stable system whose restriction to the image of I is the starting stable system. We can, however, simply restrict our attention to the monics in M with m ∈ M. Now there is a unique r : IB → IA satisfying vr = xu and I (m)r = 1, and a unique s : IB → IA satisfying vs = yu and I (m)s = 1; but I (m) is monic, so r = s and xu = yu. Since I generates D it follows that x = y and so that n is monic.
We may now apply the lemma to the Yoneda embedding, Y : C → [C op ; Set]: we shall write M rather than M Y for this special embedding. Certainly, the representables
This gives a natural M-category structure on the presheaf category which makes the Yoneda embedding an M-functor.
The following result is due to Mulry [14] :
Proof. For an object F : C op → Set of the presheaf category we deÿneF : C op → Set to be the functor taking C to the set of all (M-)partial maps from YC to F and morphisms to the function given by the obvious composition.
There is a natural transformation Á F : F →F whose component at C sends an element of FC to the corresponding total map from YC to F. Another important observation of Mulry [14] concerns the case when the starting M-category is already classiÿed: Proof. Since the M-subobjects of a representable YC are the same thing as the Msubobjects of C, to give an M-partial map from B to C is the same thing as to give an M-partial map from YB to YC. Thus, if the M-partial map classiÿer on [C op ; Set] restricts to C, then it certainly classiÿes M-partial maps in C. Conversely, if C has an M-partial map classiÿer T , for any objects A and B of C, we have natural bijections between maps from YA to YTB, maps from A to TB, M-partial maps from A to B, Mpartial maps from YA to YB, and maps from YA to YB. Since the representables are dense in [C op ; Set], it follows that YB ∼ = YTB, and so the M-partial map classiÿer on [C op ; Set] restricts to C.
The classiÿcation in [C op ; Set] is rather special and it is not the main concern of this paper. However, we record for completeness the following series of observations: 
Classifying monads
In the previous section some of the basic properties of partial map classiÿers on an M-category were investigated. In particular, it was noted that the Kleisli category of a partial map classiÿer is a category of partial maps equipped with a classifying comonad. In this section we characterize monads whose Kleisli categories are abstract categories of partial maps in which the induced comonad becomes (abstractly) a classifying comonad. We shall call these monads classifying monads.
By an abstract category of partial maps we mean a restriction category (see [4] and the deÿnitions below). Restriction categories give an equational characterization for full subcategories of partial map categories. We say that a restriction category is e ective when it is an actual category of partial maps. Most restriction categories are not e ective, but recall from [4] that a restriction category can be made e ective by splitting the restriction idempotents.
In this section we describe the conditions on a restriction category which abstractly provide it with a classifying comonad. A restriction category with such a comonad is called a classiÿed restriction category. A classifying monad is then a monad whose Kleisli category is a classiÿed restriction category where the induced comonad provides the classifying structure.
Restriction categories
First we recall the basic results of [4] . A restriction category is a category X equipped with a combinator f → f which assigns a map f : A → A to every map f : A → B, satisfying the following four conditions:
It follows that arrows of the form f are idempotent and satisfy f = f; we call such arrows restriction idempotents, and they are characterized by the condition e = e. Recall that the restriction category is e ective precisely when these idempotents split. An arrow f for which f = 1 is called total, and the total maps form a subcategory containing all the monomorphisms of X.
If r : B → A, j : A → B, and k : A → B are arrows in a restriction category X satisfying rj = rk = 1; and either jr or kr is a restriction idempotent, then j = k and jr = r. We introduce the name restriction retraction for an arrow r for which there exists a j satisfying rj = 1 and jr = r. On the other hand, if rj = sj = 1 and jr and js are restriction idempotents, then r = s.
A restriction functor between restriction categories X and X is a functor F : X → X satisfying F( f) = Ff for all arrows f in X. Clearly, restriction functors preserve both restriction idempotents and total maps. A natural transformation between restriction functors is called a restriction transformation when all its components are total. The restriction categories, restriction functors, and restriction transformations form a 2-category rCat with an evident forgetful 2-functor into Cat.
We deÿned M-categories in Section 2; a functor between M-categories is called an M-functor if it preserves the chosen monics, and pullbacks along them, while a natural transformation between M-functors is said to be M-cartesian if all the naturality squares arising from M-maps in the domain category are pullback squares. The M-categories, M-functors, and M-cartesian transformations form a 2-category MCat with an evident forgetful 2-functor into Cat. We introduce the name cMCat for the full sub-2-category of MCat comprising the classiÿed M-categories.
There is a fully faithful 2-functor Par : MCat → rCat taking an M-category (C; M) to the restriction category of M-partial maps in C as described in the introduction. The image of Par is a full re ective sub-2-category rCat s of rCat comprising the restriction categories whose restriction idempotents split.
Classiÿed restriction categories
In this section we introduce the notion of a classiÿed restriction category. Our aim is to establish that these categories are full subcategories of the partial map categories of classiÿed M-categories, which are closed under the classifying structure.
Let X be a restriction category, and A an object of X. We say that A : RA → A is a classiÿer at A if A is a restriction retraction and every map with codomain A factorizes through A by a unique total map. A restriction category is a classiÿed restriction category if and only if it has a classiÿer at every object.
Remark 3.1. In the case where the restriction idempotents split, and so X is e ective and of the form Par M (C) for some M-category (C; M), to say that I : Total(X) → X has a right adjoint R is just to say that (C; M) is classiÿed. We saw in Section 2 that A then has the form (Á A ; 1), and now Á A A is the partial map (Á A ; Á A ), which is indeed a restriction idempotent. This means that the side condition that A should be a restriction retraction is a consequence of the adjunction. This also shows that Par M (C) is a classiÿed restriction category for any classiÿed M-category, (C; M).
Although we know of no example of a restriction category X for which I : Total(X) → X has a right adjoint but this side condition fails, we have not been able to prove that this condition follows from the mere existence of a right adjoint (except in the case of an e ective restriction category). The condition is crucial in the proofs that follow, and so we are forced to assume it; we conjecture that this assumption is non-vacuous.
In fact, one easily sees that for a general classiÿed restriction category X the inclusion I : Total(X) → X has a right adjoint. The components A : RA → A of the counit for this adjunction are required to be restriction retractions; the unit Á A : A → RA satisÿes A Á A = 1, by one of the triangle equations, so must be the (unique) restriction section. A more explicit description of the structure of classiÿed restriction category is therefore as follows: for all arrows f we have Rf total; and for all total arrows f : A → B we have
Proof. Clearly, a classiÿed restriction category must have all this structure: for the converse it su ces to show that each object B has (RB; B ) as a classiÿer. For any f : A → B, the map R(f)Á A is total, and
so there is a total map of the required form. For uniqueness, suppose h is another total map with B h = f; then
showing that (RB; B ) is a classiÿer.
Remark 3.3. Proposition 3.2 essentially shows that a classiÿed restriction category is an abstract Kleisli category in the sense of [8] . Explicitly, the "thunkable" morphisms are the total maps and the inclusion of the total maps followed by its right adjoint generates a monad for which the restriction category is the Kleisli category as the inclusion functor is bijective on objects.
Example 3.4. Consider the ÿrst inÿnite ordinal ! = {0; 1; 2; : : :}, and the monoid * ! of all order-preserving endofunctions of ! which ÿx 0. This has a restriction combinator, described in [4] , in which the restriction f of f : ! → ! ÿxes each n unless f(n) = 0 in which case it sends n to 0. This restriction category is classiÿed, with classiÿer the map sending n to nT1; that is, n − 1 for all non-zero n and zero at n = 0. Example 3.5. Consider the non-empty ÿnite ordinals, that is ÿnite sets O n = {0; 1; 2; : : : ; n} for n ∈ N with order-preserving maps which (as above) ÿx 0. We shall denote this category * . This has a restriction combinator for which f ÿxes each n unless f(n) = 0 in which case f(n) = 0. It is also a classiÿed restriction category: the classifying structure is given by the maps : O n+1 → O n sending k to kT1.
We write crCat for the full sub-2-category of rCat given by the classiÿed restriction categories; and we write crCat s for the full sub-2-category of crCat consisting of the classiÿed restriction categories in which the restriction idempotents split. We immediately deduce: Theorem 3.6. The equivalence of 2-categories rCat s MCat restricts to an equivalence of 2-categories crCat s cMCat.
The following result says, roughly speaking, that for a family of maps A which are natural with respect to total maps, the extent to which they fail to be natural with respect to an arbitrary map f is controlled by f. Proof. We may write f as B g with g total. Then by the restriction category axioms we have:
as required. Proof. These are both applications of Proposition 3.7 with Y = X. For the ÿrst, take F = 1, G = RI , and = Á. For the second take F = R, G = R 2 I , and = RÁ.
Thus although the maps Á A : A → RA (respectively RÁ A ) are natural only with respect to the total maps, their failure to be natural with respect to a general f is controlled by f. Corollary 3.9. If f and g are (not necessarily total) maps from B to RA; with A f = A g and f = g; then f = g.
, and so f depends only on A f and f.
We now look in more detail at the adjunction I R : X → Total(X) associated with a classiÿed restriction category X: Proposition 3.10. If X is a classiÿed restriction category then X is the Kleisli category for the induced monad on Total(X); while the inclusion I : Total(X) → X is comonadic; that is; Total(X) is the category of coalgebras for the induced comonad on X.
Proof. The ÿrst statement follows immediately from the fact the inclusion I : Total(X) → X is bijective on objects. We prove the second using the Beck condition in its dual form involving split equalizers. In fact, I : Total(X) → X creates all equalizers: this amounts to the fact that if
is an equalizer diagram in X with f and g total, then j is total and is the equalizer in Total(X) of f and g. Since j is an equalizer in X it is monic and so total; and if x : C → A is any total map for which fx = gx then x factorizes uniquely in X as x = jy, but now y is total by [4, Lemma 2:2] since j and jy are so.
For any classiÿed restriction category X the induced comonad (R; ; ) is called the classifying comonad.
Remark 3.11. Although this is a comonad on a restriction category, it is not a comonad in the 2-category rCat. For if R were a restriction functor, then for every restriction idempotent e : A → A in X, we should have Re = R e = Re = 1, since Re is total. But this would imply that e = e A Á A = A R(e)Á A = A Á A = 1, which holds only if the restriction is trivial.
Splitting idempotents in classiÿed restriction categories
Given a category X and a set E of idempotents of X we may freely split the idempotents in E; we write K E (X) for the resulting category. We may represent the objects of K E (X) by the pairs (A; e) where A is an object of X and e : A → A is in E, the arrows from (A; e) to (B; d) by the arrows f : A → B in X with df = f = fe; then composition is performed as in X, and the identity on (A; e) is e. When E contains the identities there is a fully faithful inclusion J : X → K E (X) which sends A to (A; 1). It was proved in [4, Proposition 2.23] that K E (X) becomes a restriction category if we deÿne the restriction of f : (A; e 1 ) → (B; e 2 ) to be fe 1 (in fact fe 1 = e 2 fe 1 = e 2 f), and that when J : X → K E (X) exists it will be a restriction functor.
Proposition 3.12. If X is a classiÿed restriction category; and if E is a collection of idempotents in X for which e ∈ E implies that Re ∈ E; then K E (X) is a classiÿed restriction category; moreover the adjunction between K E (X) and Total(K E (X)) restricts along the fully faithful functors J : X → K E (X) and Total(J ) : Total(X) → Total(K E (X)) to the adjunction I R between X and Total(X).
Proof. Given an object (A; e) of K E (X); we may form the object (RA; Re); since Re ∈ E; and now e A is a morphism from (RA; Re) to (A; e) since e A R(e) = ee A = e A ; by naturality of and the fact that e is idempotent. We claim that e A : (RA; Re) → (A; e) is a classiÿer at (A; e).
Given any map f : (B; d) → (A; e); let g : B → RA be the unique total map in X with A g = f. Now R(e)g is total and A R(e)g = e A g = ef = f; thus R(e)g = g; it follows that gd is a morphism in
where the ÿrst step uses the fact that g is total in X) and so gd : (B; d) → (RA; Re) is total in K E (X); and e A gd = A R(e)gd = A gd = fd = f. Thus we have shown that f : (B; d) → (A; e) factorizes through e A : (B; d) → (RA; Re) by some total map; we must show that the factorization is unique. Suppose that h : (B; d) → (RA; Re) is a total map with e A h = f; the fact that h is total can be expressed by the equation R(e) h = d. It follows that A h = A R(e)h = e A h = f = fd = A gd and now we can conclude h = gd by Corollary 3.
It remains only to prove that e A : (RA; Re) → (A; e) is a restriction retraction. Consider the map R(e)Á A e : (A; e) → (RA; Re). Since e A R(e)Á A e = ee A Á A e = eee = e; it is a section for e A ; also R(e)Á A ee A = R(e)Á A A R(e) = R(e) A R(e) = R(e) A R(e) = R(e)e A ; which is indeed the restriction in K E (X) of e A : (RA; Re) → (A; e); and so e A : (RA; Re) → (A; e) is indeed a restriction retraction.
With the aid of this proposition we may embed a classiÿed restriction category in another classiÿed restriction category in such a way that speciÿed idempotents split. Beware, however, that even if E contains the restriction idempotents and satisÿes Re ∈ E for all e ∈ E; it does not follow that K E (X) is an e ective restriction category; for a general restriction idempotent in K E (X) has the form f : (A; e) → (A; e) where fe = f; and such an idempotent need not split just because all the idempotents in E do so.
Of course we could split all idempotents in X, and this would give an e ective classiÿed restriction category, but we do not need to go this far. If f : (A; e) → (A; e) is a restriction idempotent, then f = fe = efe = e f; and so f commutes with e. Thus we deduce: Proposition 3.13. K E (X) will be an e ective classiÿed restriction category provided that (i) E contains the restriction idempotents; (ii) E contains Re if it contains e; and (iii) E contains e f if it contains e and e f = fe.
When E is the smallest class of idempotents satisfying the conditions of the proposition, we write K cr (X) for K E (X).
Classifying monads
Given a monad T = (T; Á; ) on a category C, one may form the Kleisli category C T ; and the resulting adjunction F T U T induces a comonad W = (F T U T ; F T Á T U T ; T ) on C T . A classifying monad on C is a monad T equipped with the requisite structure to make C T into a classiÿed restriction category where the induced comonad is also the classifying comonad; thus C T must be given a restriction operator for which the resulting restriction category is classiÿed.
Since the inclusion I : Total(C T ) → C T is comonadic, by Proposition 3.10, it follows that there is a canonical comparison functor K : C → Total(C T ) for which F T = IK ; KU T = R; T = ; and KÁ T = ÁK; where T : F T U T → 1 and : IR → 1 are the counits and Á T : 1 → U T F T and Á : 1 → RI the units of the adjunctions F T U T and I R. This is summarized in the diagram below.
The fact that F T = IK says that any map in the image of F T is total; while the conditions on the units and counits imply that the components of T are restriction retractions. We may say loosely that "all maps in the original category are total", but in doing so we should be aware that F T will not be faithful unless the components of Á are monic.
Conversely, if C T has a restriction structure for which the image under F T of any map is total, and the components of T are restriction retractions, then the induced comonad clearly satisÿes all the conditions in Proposition 3.2, and so gives a classiÿed restriction structure. Thus we have: Proposition 3.14. To give a monad T = (T; Á; ) on C the structure of a classifying monad is precisely to give C T a restriction structure for which the image under F T of any arrow in C is total; and the components of the counit T are restriction retractions.
It is convenient to have an explicit description of this structure; we take objects of C T to be objects of C, and an arrow in C T from A to B to be an arrow in C from A to TB. Proposition 3.15. To give a monad T = (T; Á; ) the structure of a classifying monad is precisely to provide a combinator which assigns to each map f : A → TB in C a map f : A → TA such that the following conditions are satisÿed: Proof. The ÿrst four conditions are the restriction category axioms interpreted in the Kleisli category, the ÿfth says that the image of any map under the left adjoint F is total, and the last that the counit is a restriction retraction. Recall that Á A : A → TA is the identity on A in the Kleisli category, and that 1 TA : TA → TA is the component at FA of the counit.
Before turning to examples we make the following observations about the total maps in the Kleisli category: 
We have seen that the left adjoint F T : C → C T lands in the total maps; we write K : C → Total(C T ) for the resulting functor.
Proposition 3.17. For any classifying monad T the following are equivalent:
is an equalizer for each A ∈ C; (ii) every total map in C T is F T (h) for a unique h ∈ C; (iii) K : C → Total(C T ) is fully faithful; (iv) K is an isomorphism of categories.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii)
A total map h in C T has h = Á A ; but by the above lemma this means that Á TA h = T (Á A )h in C. This, using the equalizer property, means that h = Á A h in C and, thus, h = F T (h ) in C T . Since Á A is monic, h is unique.
(
h then h is total in C T ; and so, as K is an isomorphism, there is an h with K(h ) = h; but this gives a factorization h = Á A h ; whence the equalizer property.
In fact, for any monad T; it is the case that the comparison map to the coalgebras of the induced comonad on C T is fully faithful if and only if the above equalizer property for Á holds (see [11] and the references therein). Thus, together with Proposition 3.10 there is an alternative more general way to establish the above observations. Another approach is to use the abstract Kleisli categories of [8] . Lemma 3.16 says that the total maps are precisely the thunkable maps in the sense of [8] , and now Proposition 3.17 holds for an arbitrary monad T if we work with thunkable maps rather than total maps.
Every partial map classiÿer is a classifying monad: given f : A → TB we obtain m : A → A by pulling back along Á B ; then f is the classifying map for (m; m):
Indeed for any classiÿed restriction category X the induced monad on Total(X) is a classifying monad. However, there are well-known examples of classifying monads which do not arise directly from partial map classiÿers:
Example 3.18. The exception monad +1 on a distributive category is a classifying monad: we saw in [4] that the Kleisli category for the exception monad +1 on a distributive category had a restriction structure, with the restriction of f : A → B + 1 given by
The veriÿcation of [CM.5] and [CM.6] is an easy exercise, and proves that the exception monad has a canonical classifying monad structure. Alternatively, one can use the discussion below.
The exception monad is also an example of an "equational lifting monad" in the sense of [2] . An equational lifting monad is a strong commutative monad which satisÿes in addition the equation Â = T Á; 1 mentioned in Proposition 2.3. This is proved in [2] essentially by showing that the Kleisli category is a classiÿed p-category with respect to the induced tensor. One could prove it directly using the characterization of Proposition 3.19, but we shall defer the proof until [5] where investigate more thoroughly partial maps in categories with products.
The converse of this proposition is, of course, not true, since there are classifying monads on categories without products, as the following examples show:
Example 3.20. Consider the monoid ! of order preserving endomorphisms of the ÿrst inÿnite ordinal. There is a functor (−) * on ! which "lifts" each map with f * (0) = 0 and f * (n + 1) = f(n) + 1. This is a monad with unit Á(n) = n + 1 and multiplication (n) = n : − 1. It is also a classifying monad, for we observed in Example 3.4 that its Kleisli category is a classiÿed restriction category with classifying comonad the induced comonad.
Example 3.21. Here we consider whether it is possible to add a "free" (with respect to functors which preserve the monads on the nose) classifying monad structure to an arbitrary category. Recall that adding a free monad to the trivial category gives ; the simplicial category, and adding a free monad to an arbitrary category X gives × X. It turns out that the free monads in these categories are already classifying monads; therefore, these constructions also give free classifying monads.
The objects of are the ÿnite ordinals O n = {1; 2; : : : ; n} for n ∈ N; and the arrows are the order preserving maps between these sets. The free monad is the "lifting" monad so that on objects T (O n ) = O n+1 and on maps T (f) (0) = 0 and T (f) (n+1) = f(n)+1 with the obvious unit and multiplication. This is a classifying monad for we observed in Example 3.5 that its Kleisli category is a classiÿed restriction category with classifying comonad the induced comonad.
Interpreted classiÿcation
Before turning to the main results of the paper it is worth revisiting the question of which idempotents in a classiÿed restriction category must be split in order to obtain an e ective one. We have noted in Section 3.3 that it is not su cient to split just the restriction idempotents: ÿrst, the classifying functor R must be "preserved" by the splitting, which requires R(e) to be split whenever e is; and second, the restriction idempotents on the new objects must themselves be split.
This less than satisfactory situation would seem to stem from the fact that the functor R is not a restriction functor. Recall that the obvious approach to correcting this situation-to demand that R be a restriction functor-would force R to be the identity functor, as observed in Remark 3.11. On the other hand, there are some important situations where it does su ce to split only the restriction idempotents, and to analyse these we introduce a new class of functors between restriction categories, more gen-eral than the restriction functors; we call these new functors interpretations. The most important property of an interpretation is that it has an associated restriction functor which agrees with the interpretation on total maps.
We shall then deÿne the interpretation classiÿed restriction categories in terms of these interpretations, and for an interpretation classiÿed restriction category it will sufÿce to split the restriction idempotents in order to obtain a split classiÿed restriction category.
A classifying monad will be called an interpreted classifying monad if its Kleisli category is an interpretation classiÿed restriction category. We show that these monads admit an equational characterization. Furthermore, we observe that an e ective classifying monad is interpreted if and only if the functor part of the monad preserves M-maps; that is, it takes a classiÿed monic m to a classiÿed monic Tm. This provides another reason why these classifying monads are of special interest.
Interpretations
Let Y be a restriction category and X a classiÿed restriction category. If F : X → Y is a restriction functor, and H : X → Y an arbitrary functor which agrees with F on total maps, then by Proposition 3.7, we see that 
We omit the subscript H in [−] H where this causes no confusion. (ii) If X is classiÿed, and H : X → Y is a functor agreeing on total maps with some restriction functor F : X → Y then H becomes an interpretation via the behaviour combinator [f] = F( f); the axioms are easily veriÿed using Proposition 3.7.
One way to think about interpretations involves behaviours of possibly non-terminating programs. While one may want to view the behaviours of programs which raise exceptions (e.g. the "head" map on a list) as being partial, one might also like to record the fact that the raising of an exception is, as a cause of partiality, not nearly as bad as non-termination due to inÿnite looping, for example. Interpretations allow this: a program which raises an exception can be interpreted as a partial map, in which exceptions are regarded as part of the terminating behaviour, together with an extra partial behaviour which records the e ect of regarding exceptions as part of the non-terminating behaviour.
The axioms have several simple consequences. In particular, it is the case that [f] = [ f] so that a restriction behaviour combinator is determined by its assignment on restriction idempotents.
Lemma 4.2. For any interpretation (H; [−])
We have introduced the behaviour combinator as extra structure, but it is in fact uniquely determined by the functor H : showing that the two restriction behaviour combinators must coincide on restriction idempotents and thus on all maps.
In light of this last corollary we say that a functor H is an interpretation when we really mean that there is a restriction behaviour [ ] H such that (H; [ ] H ) is an interpretation. Given an interpretation (H; [−]) we can form a restriction functorĤ which agrees with H on total maps, by settingĤ (f) = H (f)[f].
Lemma 4.4.Ĥ as deÿned above is a restriction functor.
Proof. SinceĤ clearly preserves identities, it will be a restriction functor provided thatĤ (gf) =Ĥ (g)Ĥ (f) and thatĤ ( f) =Ĥ (f). For the former we have the following calculation:
For the latter we havê
It follows immediately that an interpretation takes total maps to total maps. We may deÿne a transformation of interpretations : (H; [−] H ) → (K; [−] K ) to be a family of total maps A : HA → KA (unnatural transformation) for which
Remark 4.5. Even in the special case of interpretations which are restriction functors, this gives a new type of 2-cell. A transformation of interpretations : H → K between restriction functors from X to Y consists of a total map A : HA → KA for each object A of X, satisfying B H (f) = K(f) A H (f) for each arrow f : A → B. If we regard the restriction categories X and Y as 2-categories, and the restriction functors H and K as 2-functors, then a transformation of interpretations from H to K is precisely a lax natural transformation from H to K.
Lemma 4.6. If : H → K is an interpretation transformation then
Proposition 4.7. Restriction categories; interpretations; and their transformations organize themselves into a 2-category irCat.
Proof. First we must show that interpretations compose. Deÿne
The identity interpretations are the identity restriction functors. To see that interpretation transformations compose, observe that if : G → H and ÿ : H → K are interpretation transformations, and f : A → B is any map, we have
by the deÿnition of interpretation transformation and Lemma 4.6.
Given an interpretation transformation : G → H : X → Y and interpretations F : X → X and K : Y → Y we deÿne K F to have components K FA . To see that this is indeed an interpretation transformation, observe that for any f : A → B in X , we have
The veriÿcation of the 2-category axioms is a straightforward exercise.
The weak nature of the 2-cells in irCat is illustrated by the fact that in this 2-category, the 1-cells H andĤ are actually isomorphic, as seen in the following theorem. We write rCatl for the sub-2-category of irCat containing all the objects, the restriction functors, and all the 2-cells in irCat between them. The notation rCatl derives from the fact that these 2-cells can be seen as the lax natural transformations between restriction functors, as mentioned in Remark 4.5. Proof. The inclusion is bijective on objects, and the inclusions of hom-categories are fully faithful, so that it remains to show that these inclusions of hom-categories are essentially surjective on objects and so equivalences of categories. This amounts to showing that every interpretation (H; [−] ) is isomorphic in irCat to some restriction functor, and as anticipated in the paragraph preceding the theorem, we may take this restriction functor to beĤ .
To see thatĤ is isomorphic to H , observe that the identity maps 1 HA : HA → HA form an interpretation transformation from H toĤ , since
and also fromĤ to H . Clearly, these interpretation transformations compose to give the identity, whence the required isomorphism.
Interpretation classiÿed restriction categories
Interpretations have a particularly simple characterization when the domain is classiÿed:
Proposition 4.9. If X is a classiÿed restriction category and Y an arbitrary restriction category; then a functor H : X → Y is an interpretation if and only if there is a restriction functor F : X → Y which agrees with H on total maps; furthermore; such a restriction functor F is unique.
Proof. We saw in Example 4.1(ii) that such an H is an interpretation, while we saw in Lemma 4.4 that every interpretation agrees on total maps with a restriction functor. It remains to prove the uniqueness of F. Since every arrow f in the domain can be written as the composite of a total map f # : A → RB and B : RB → B, and the value of F on total maps is known, we need only show that the value of F on the B is determined. But F( B ) must satisfy F( B )F(Á B ) = 1 and F(Á B )F( B ) = F(Á B )F( B ), and we recalled in Section 3.1 that such an F( B ) is unique.
Suppose now that X is a classiÿed restriction category for which the functor R : X → X is an interpretation. There is a natural transformation R( ) : R 2 → R all of whose components are total. There is also a family Á A : A → RA of maps which are natural with respect to the total maps; it follows using Proposition 3.7 that the Á A form a 2-cell from Á : 1 X → R in the 2-category irCat. Since R( ) : R 2 → R is in fact natural, it is also a 2-cell in irCat. Furthermore, R( ) and Á are easily seen to satisfy the associativity and unit laws for a monad, and so (R; Á; R( )) is a monad in the 2-category irCat. Using the biequivalence of Theorem 4.8, we obtain a monad (R;Á; R( )) in the 2-category rCatl; hereÁ and R( ) have the same components as Á and R( ). We shall be particularly interested in the special case where this is actually a monad in rCat; since the components ofÁ and R( ) are total, this will be the case if and only ifÁ : 1 →R and R( ) :R 2 →R are natural transformations. We deÿne an interpretation classiÿed restriction category to be a classiÿed restriction category X for which the classiÿer R : X → X is an interpretation and the conditions Proof. Throughout the proof we shall repeatedly use Proposition 3.7 to deal with families of morphisms which are natural only with respect to total maps.
(i) ⇒ (ii) If R is an interpretation, the maps Á A and R( A ) are the components of 2-cells Á : 1 → R and R( ) : R 2 → R in the 2-category irCat, and clearly satisfy the unit and associativity laws, so that (R; Á; R( )) is a monad in irCat. Using the biequivalence irCat ∼ rCatl of Theorem 4.8, we obtain a monad (R;Á; R( )) in rCatl; here the components ofÁ and R( ) are just the components of Á and R( ). We must show that Á and R( ) are actually 2-cells in rCat; that is, that they are natural transformations whose components are total. We have already observed that Á A and R( A ) are total, so that it remains only to prove naturality. ForÁ, we havê
where the last step uses Proposition 3.7. For R( ), we have
For any f we have
For the remaining equations we have
We must verify ÿve equations:
It remains only to prove the uniqueness of S and . Every arrow f : A → B can be written as the composite B f # , where f # is total. Since the value of S on f # must be R(f # ), the functor S will be determined once its value on the components of is known. But S( B ) must satisfy S( B )R(Á B ) = S( B )S(Á B ) = 1 and R(Á B )S( B ) = S(Á B )S( B ) = S( B ) = S( B ), and there can be at most one such S( B ), as was proved in [4] and recalled in Section 3.1. The uniqueness of A is similar: it must satisfy A R(Á A ) = 1 and R(Á A ) A = A , and so once again is unique.
Interpretations and splitting restriction idempotents
In an interpretation classiÿed restriction category, splitting the restriction idempotents alone is enough to ensure that all the required idempotents are split; and, therefore, to deliver an e ective (interpretation) classiÿed restriction category. To see this, ÿrst observe that if H : X → Y is an interpretation and e : A → A is a restriction idempotent in X, then if [e] = ir is a splitting for [e] we have irH (e) = [e]H (e) = H (e) and rH (e)i = rH (e)[e]i = r[e]i = riri = 1 and so H (e) is also split.
Recall [4] the restriction category K r (X) obtained from a restriction category X by freely splitting the restriction idempotents. Proposition 4.11. The inclusion irCat s → irCat of the full sub-2-category irCat s of irCat consisting of the split restriction categories has a left biadjoint; sending X to K r (X).
Proof. If X is a restriction category and Y is split one, we must show that every interpretation H : X → Y extends to an interpretation H : K r (X) → Y, and that every interpretation transformation : H → K extends to unique interpretation transformation : H → K . By Lemma 4.4 we may suppose that the interpretations are restriction functors; but then the existence of H is clear. Suppose therefore that H; K : X → Y are restriction functors, and that : H → K is an interpretation transformation. For every object A of K r (X), there is an object A of X and maps i : A → A and r : A → A with ri = 1 and ir a restriction idempotent. We deÿne the component of at A to be the composite
and leave to the reader the veriÿcation that this deÿnes an interpretation transformation extending , and that it is unique with this property.
Corollary 4.12. If X is an interpretation classiÿed restriction category then K r (X) is an e ective interpretation classiÿed restriction category.
Proof. Let E be the collection of all idempotents of the form R n ( f). By the discussion preceeding Proposition 4.11 they all split in K r (X), thus K r (X) is equivalent to K E (X). Now K E (X) is classiÿed by Proposition 3.12, hence so too is K r (X); while K r (X) is e ective by Proposition 4.11. To see that K r (X) is interpretation classiÿed, observe that the restriction functor S in Theorem 4.10 also extends to K r (X).
Remark 4.13. Another way to view the e ect of the restriction behaviour combinator is to observe that in any idempotent completion, (A; e 1 ) and (A; e 2 ) are isomorphic whenever e 2 e 1 = e 1 and e 1 e 2 = e 2 , via the isomorphism e 1 : (A; e 1 ) → (A; e 2 ). Thus the important ingredient to ensure that K r (X) is classiÿed is that [e] is a restriction idempotent and R(e)[e] = [e] and [e]R(e) = R(e). Notice that already this minimal structure is uniquely determined. It is an open question as to whether this is su cient to ensure that the restriction category is classiÿed by an interpretation: we conjecture that it is not (see more on this in Remark 4.18).
Interpreted classifying monads
A special case of a classifying monad is one for which the Kleisli category is an interpretation classiÿed restriction category. Theorem 4.10 shows that such a monad (T; Á; ) actually extends to the Kleisli category as a monad in rCat. From the general theory of monads ( [13] , for example) to give an extension of the monad to the Kleisli category is to give a distributive law of the monad over itself; for this to be a monad in rCat is then a further condition.
These observations allow a quite concrete description of an interpreted classifying monad which we now explore. To give an extension of the monad to the Kleisli category is to give a natural transformation ' : T 2 → T 2 for which (T; ') is a monad morphism from (C; T ) to (C; T ) and for which Á and are monad transformations from 1 to (T; ') and from (T; ') 2 to (T; '). These terms are explained in more detail in Section 5.1. Since the components of the extended natural transformationŝ Á andˆ are in the image of F T , they are total, and soÁ andˆ are 2-cells in rCat.
The extra condition is that the induced endofunctorT : C T → C T is to be a restriction functor. This explicitly is the extra equation:
We shall therefore say that an interpreted classifying monad is a classifying monad together with a (self-)distributive law ' satisfying the above condition.
Although we have deÿned interpreted classifying monads as certain further structure on a classifying monad, in fact this structure is unique if it exists: Proposition 4.14. A classifying monad can have at most one interpreted classifying monad structure and it has such a structure if and only if the Kleisli category is an interpretation classiÿed restriction category.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.10 once one observes that a functor S : C T → C T extends T : C → C if and only if it agrees with the classiÿer R on total maps of the form A → TB.
We note that neither Example 3.4 nor Example 3.5 is an interpretation classiÿed restriction category. This means, in turn, that their generating monads are not interpreted classifying monads. (ii) If C is a topos and M consists of all the monomorphisms, then (C; M) is an M-category and the classifying monad is once again interpreted.
Remark 4.18. For an arbitrary classiÿed restriction category we have had to introduce many more conditions in order to ensure that we obtain this interpretation structure. It is not clear whether these conditions are actually necessary. Speciÿcally, we do not have any examples which show that demanding that each R(Á A ) be a restriction monic is not su cient to force the classiÿcation to be interpreted. We leave this as an open problem.
The e ective completion
Forming the e ective completion of a classifying monad is a process for turning the monad into a partial map classiÿer. This is done by extracting the total maps from an e ective completion of the Kleisli category. There is more than one way to obtain an e ective completion corresponding to which idempotents one splits; this choice is a ected by the maps between the classifying monads with respect to which one desires universality.
There are three sorts of maps we can consider between monads: those that preserve the monad structure on the nose we call the strict homomorphisms, those which preserve the monad structure up to isomorphism, the homomorphisms, and those which preserve it up to a coherent 2-cell, the morphisms. Our nomenclature is analogous to BÃ enabou's morphisms and homomorphisms of bicategories [1] . We illustrate the importance of morphisms of monads in our treatment of initial datatypes in Section 5.4.
The main result of this section gives various characterizations of e ective classifying monads, depending heavily on the developments in this paper. These results are parallel, albeit more general, to those in [2] : they show that the presence of products is not fundamental to these basic results. Proposition 5.1 is closely related to F uhrmann's [8, Theorem 5:3] , but there are two main di erences. First, F uhrmann's theorem deals with general monads rather than classifying monads, by using abstract Kleisli categories in place of classiÿed restriction categories. Second, his theorem deals only with "strict" morphisms of monads, whereas ours deals with the more general ones which tend to arise in practice. It would be possible to put these theorems together and work with general monads and general monad morphisms, but we have not felt it worthwhile to do so in the present paper.
Morphisms of classifying monads
Let T = (T; Á; ) be a monad on a category C, and S = (S; ; ) a monad on D. We deÿne a monad morphism from T to S to be a functor H : C → D equipped with a natural transformation ' : HT → SH , for which the equations hold for all objects A; these equations can also be nicely expressed using pasting diagrams. (Note that in our morphisms the sense of the 2-cell ' is opposite to that in the usual deÿnition [19] , and that our monad morphisms have also been called distributions. This change of sense re ects the fact that we are interested primarily in the Kleisli categories of the monads, rather than their Eilenberg-Moore categories.) In the case that the natural transformation ' is invertible, we say that (H; ') is a monad homomorphism. A monad transformation between monad morphisms (H; ') and (K; ) is a natural transformation : H → K for which the diagram commutes for all A. There is an evident 2-category Mnd of monads, monad morphisms, and monad transformations; which has an evident sub-2-category Mnd h containing only the monad homomorphisms. We shall also have cause to consider those monad morphisms for which ' is an identity; we call them the strict monad morphisms, and they are the morphisms of a further sub-2-category Mnd str of Mnd. Recall that given monads T on C and S on D as above and a functor H : C → D, there is a bijection between natural transformations ' for which (H; ') is a monad morphism, and extensions of H to the Kleisli category; that is of functorsĤ :
Similarly, if (K; ) is another monad morphism, a natural transformation : H → K is a monad transformation if and only if there is a (necessarily unique) extension of to a natural transformationˆ between the corresponding functorsĤ andK; that is, if and only if the maps F S A are natural not just with respect to maps in C but also to those in C T .
We now deÿne cMnd to be the 2-category whose objects are classifying monads, whose arrows are those monad morphisms (H; ') between them for which the extended mapĤ is a restriction functor-that is the equation 'H (f) = 'H (f) holds; and whose 2-cells are the monad transformations; the various compositions are performed as in Mnd. It might seem natural to ask that the 2-cells in cMnd be monad transformations for which the extensionˆ has total components, and so is a 2-cell in rCat, but in fact this is automatic, since the components ofˆ have the form F S A , and these maps are indeed total, being in the image of F S . Thus, we obtain a 2-functor Kl : cMnd → crCat sending a classifying monad T on C to the Kleisli category C T with the associated restriction structure, sending a morphism (H; ') of classifying monads to the corresponding restriction functorĤ , and sending a monad transformation toˆ . While the morphisms in cMnd are clearly important from a theoretical point of view, they also have a practical signiÿcance, as we shall see in Section 5.4, for they are the morphisms which arise naturally in the study of initial datatypes in restriction categories.
There is also a 2-functor Total : crCat → cMnd, which sends a classiÿed restriction category X to the corresponding classifying monad on Total(X), sends a restriction functor F : X → Y between classiÿed restriction categories to the monad morphism corresponding to the extension F of Total(F), and sends a restriction transformation : F → G to the monad transformation Total( ). In fact these two 2-functors are adjoint: the composite KlTotal equals the identity 2-functor on cMnd, and the identity 2-natural transformation on this 2-functor is the counit of the adjunction, while the component at (C; T ) of the unit 1 → TotalKl is the comparison functor K : C → Total(C T ), which becomes a monad functor via the extension of K to the Kleisli categories given by the identity functor on C T :
Thus Total : crCat → cMnd is a fully faithful 2-functor; its image consists of those classifying monads (C; T ) for which F T is comonadic: Proposition 5.1. For a classifying monad T; the following are equivalent:
is an equalizer in C for every object A.
Proof. Since K is bijective on objects it is an isomorphism if and only if it is fully faithful. We may therefore use Proposition 3.17.
The point of this construction is that we start with a monad for which there is a classiÿed restriction structure on the Kleisli category, for which "all maps in the original category are total", and we obtain a new monad for which there is a classiÿed restriction structure on the Kleisli category, but now the total maps are precisely those in the original category. This new monad is now "more like a partial map classiÿer", failing to be one only because certain idempotents in the Kleisli category do not split; we shall use this new monad to create actual partial map classiÿers in the following section.
We may also consider the sub-2-category cMnd h of cMnd containing only those arrows (H; ') for which ' is invertible; that is, only the classifying monad homomorphisms. We then deÿne crCat h to be the sub-2-category of crCat containing as arrows only those restriction functors F : X → Y for which the monad morphism Total(F) is in fact a homomorphism; these are the restriction functors which preserve classiÿca-tion. The adjunction Kl Total between cMnd and crCat now restricts to an adjunction between cMnd h and crCat h . We write icMnd for the full sub-2-category of cMnd consisting of the interpreted classifying monads, and we write icrCat for the full sub-2-category of crCat consisting of the interpretation classiÿed restriction categories X. Then the adjunction Kl Total between cMnd and crCat restricts to an adjunction between icMnd and icrCat.
Finally where the left and right faces of the cube consist of inclusions, and the horizontal maps are given by Total and have left adjoints given by Kl.
Splitting idempotents and e ective completions
In the previous section we studied how to construct, from a given classifying monad, a new classifying monad T for which F T : C → C T was comonadic; and we saw that this construction was universal, arising as the unit of four di erent adjunctions. In this section we now split certain idempotents in the resulting classiÿed restriction category, in order to obtain monads which are in fact partial map classiÿers. We consider three settings in which this may be done, corresponding to the three 2-categories cMnd, cMnd h , and icMnd. This simplest case is the last of these. We write icrCat s for the full sub-2-category of icrCat consisting of those classiÿed restriction categories in which the restriction idempotents split (and the monad on the total maps is an interpreted classifying monad). The inclusion of icrCat s in icrCat now has a left adjoint, taking the restriction category X to K r (X). WriteR : X → X for the induced restriction functor which lifts Total(R) : Total(X) → Total(X). Then e AR e : (RA;Re) → (A; e) is a classiÿer at (A; e), and so K r (X) is a classiÿed restriction category, which clearly lies in icrCat s . 5 We can now compose 2-adjunctions, as in and the unit of this adjunction is a morphism of classifying monads, whose underlying functor has the form N : C → Total(K r (C T )). The passage from C to Total(K r (C T )) is what we call the e ective completion of the interpreted classifying monad T ; it is a universal way of producing a partial map classiÿer from a given interpreted classifying monad.
Example 5.2. One of the motivating examples of the e ective completion is the extensive completion of a distributive category: given a distributive category D, we have seen that the exception monad +1 is a classifying monad, and now the extensive completion D ext is the category Total(K cr (D +1 )). We shall study this example in more detail in [5] .
, where K and J are (the underlying functors of) the units of the two adjunctions; and in the following diagram of categories and functors we see that J and Total(J ) are fully faithful, while K and the unnamed maps are all bijective on objects.
Proposition 5.3. For an interpreted classifying monad T the following conditions are equivalent: (i) N is an equivalence of categories; (ii) K and Total(J ) are equivalences; (iii) K is fully faithful and Total(J ) is essentially surjective on objects; (iv) K is fully faithful and J is essentially surjective on objects; (v) K is an isomorphism of categories and the restriction category C T is split; (v) T is e ective.
Proof. Each condition is clearly equivalent to the following one once we observe that the inclusion Total(K r (C T )) → K r (C T ) is full on isomorphisms and so J is essentially surjective on objects if and only if Total(J ) is so.
Next, we look at general classiÿed restriction categories, but consider only the homomorphisms between them. We write crCat h s for the full sub-2-category of crCat h consisting of those classiÿed restriction categories which are split. Recall that K cr (X) is obtained from a classiÿed restriction category X by freely splitting the smallest class E of idempotents which (i) contains the restriction idempotents, (ii) contains Re whenever it contains e, and (iii) contains e f if e f = fe and it contains e; and that K cr (X) is a split classiÿed restriction category. If Y is a split classiÿed restriction category and F : X → Y is a homomorphism of classiÿed restriction categories, then we shall show that the image under F of every idempotent in E splits in Y. Certainly, F splits the restriction idempotents, while if → RB provide a splitting for FR(e). Suppose therefore that F(e) splits and that fe = e f. Then
and so rF(f)i is a restriction idempotent in Y, and therefore splits; furthermore this splitting also provides a splitting for F(e f). One now easily concludes that there is a restriction functor K cr (X) → Y extending F (we ignore the problem of the uniqueness of this factorization; see the footnote 5) and that K cr (X) is the value at the object X of a left adjoint to the inclusion crCat h s → crCat h . Once more we compose 2-adjunctions, to obtain and the unit of this adjunction is now a homomorphism of classifying monads, whose underlying functor has the form N : C → Total(K cr (C T )). The passage from C to Total (K cr (C T )) is what we call the e ective completion of the classifying monad T . Although the universal property of the e ective completion of an interpreted classifying monad is rather di erent to the universal property of the underlying classifying monad, in fact these two constructions are the same up to equivalence; to see this, one simply observes by the arguments of the previous paragraph that if X is an interpretation classiÿed restriction category, then J : X → K r (X) splits all the idempotents in E.
Analogously to Proposition 5.3, we have the following result in which only the most important equivalent conditions have been included; we continue to write K : C → Total (C T ) for the functor whose composite with the inclusion I : Total(C T ) → C T is the left adjoint F T .
Proposition 5.4. For a classifying monad T the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) N is an equivalence of categories;
(ii) K is fully faithful and the restriction category C T is split; (iii) T is e ective.
Finally, we consider general classifying monads and general morphisms thereof. Unfortunately the 2-functor K cr : crCat h → crCat h s does not extend to a 2-functor K cr : crCat→ crCat s as if X and Y are classiÿed restriction categories and F : X → Y is a restriction functor (which is not required to be a homomorphism) then there is no reason why FRe should split in the codomain just because e is split in K cr (X) : this is the case even when e is actually a restriction idempotent. We are therefore forced to take the somewhat draconian measure of splitting all the idempotents in order to obtain a simple universal construction. Accordingly we write crCat cc for the full sub-2-category of crCat consisting of the classiÿed restriction categories in which all idempotents split, and write K(X) for the free splitting of all the idempotents in X. This has a classiÿed restriction structure, by Proposition 3.13, and is the value on objects of a left adjoint K : crCat → crCat cc to the inclusion (see once again the footnote 5). This time we have the composite adjunction In view of the discussion of arbitrary idempotents, it is perhaps worth looking brie y at restriction categories in which all idempotents split; clearly they are e ective and so of the form Par M (C) for some M-category (C; M). Proof. Suppose that (m; me) splits as a partial map from A to B followed by a partial map from B to A; since the second partial map is to be split monic, it must be total. Thus the splitting must be of the form (m; me) = (1; g)(m; t), where (m; t)(1; g) = (1; 1). The ÿrst equation says that me = gt, while the second gives a pullback diagram where th = 1. Now mht = gt = me and so ht = e, thus h and t give a splitting of the idempotent e. On the other hand, if e splits as e = ht with th = 1, it is straightforward to see that (m; me) = (1; mh)(m; t) and (m; t)(1; mh) = (1; 1).
Write MCat cc for the full sub-2-category of MCat comprising those M-categories (C; M) for which idempotents split in C, and write rCat cc for the full sub-2-category of rCat comprising those restriction categories in which all idempotents split.
Theorem 5.7. The equivalence of 2-categories between MCat and rCat s restricts to an equivalence of 2-categories between MCat cc and rCat cc .
Proof. This is now immediate from [4, Theorem 3:4] and Proposition 5.6.
E ective classifying monads
Recall that a classifying monad T is said to be e ective if the functor N : C → Total (K cr (C T )) is an equivalence. We have the following theorem: Theorem 5.8. The following are equivalent for a monad T = (T; Á; ) on a category C:
(i) T is an e ective classifying monad;
(ii) T is a partial map classiÿer; (iii) T is a classifying monad such that Á is cartesian; pullbacks along every Á A exist; and T preserves these pullbacks; (iv) T is a classifying monad such that pullbacks along every Á A exist; T preserves these pullbacks; and the following is an equalizer for each A:
(v) T is a classifying monad such that Á A is the equalizer of Á TA and T (Á A ) (as above) and for each f there is a map r f : R f → A such that
TA is an equalizer (that is T (r f ) splits the idempotent A T (f)).
The following is a crucial technical lemma which will help us with the proof of this theorem: Proof of Theorem 5.8. (i) ⇔ (ii) An e ective classifying monad makes the Kleisli category into an e ective classiÿed restriction category whose category of total maps is the original category. But this is isomorphic to the category of partial maps of a classiÿed M-category. Thus, the monad is a partial map classiÿer. On the other hand, a partial map classiÿer has the category of partial maps as its Kleisli category which is an e ective restriction category, so the monad is e ective.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) As T is a partial map classiÿer it follows that Á is cartesian and each Á A is an M-map, so the required pullbacks exist. Furthermore T preserves all pullbacks. Finally, a partial map classiÿer is certainly a classifying monad.
(iii) ⇒ (iv) The fact that Á is cartesian implies that is a pullback: this means that the equalizer condition holds (and that each Á A is monic). is an equalizer. This shows that the conditions of (v) are satisÿed.
(v) ⇒ (ii) Since T is known to be a classifying monad, its Kleisli category is a classiÿed restriction category; furthermore, the equalizer condition implies that the category It is not true, however, that ' is invertible if ' is so; thus a homomorphism of monads (E; ') : (Y × X; S × T ) → (X; T ) need not induce a homomorphism of monads (L; ' ) : (Y; S) → (X; T ). To see this, consider the case where X is the category Set of sets, Y is the terminal category whose only object we denote * , and E is the functor sending ( * ; X ) to X + 1. Initial datatypes for E exist, and are given by the functor L sending * to the set N of natural numbers. Now if S is the unique monad on the terminal category, and T is a distributive monad; that is, one whose endofunctor part preserves ÿnite products and ÿnite coproducts, then E will be a homomorphism of monads, while L will be a homomorphism of monads only if T preserves the natural numbers object N.
Another point of view regarding the proposition is that (E; ') and (L; ' ) correspond to extensionsÊ : Y S × X T → X T andL : Y S → X T of E and L, and we now have:
Proposition 5.11. Initial datatypes forÊ exist and are given byL.
Proof. To give a mapÊ(Y; X ) → X in X T is to give f : E(Y; X ) → TX in X. We must show that there is a unique map from LY to X in X T , that is a unique map f : LY → TX in X satisfying a certain property, namely that commute. But the existence and uniqueness of such a f are clear from the universal property of LY.
Thus far we have considered only ordinary monads and their morphisms. We now look at their connection with restriction categories and with classifying monads. 
